Introduction
When entering the global market, companies encounter several difficulties, the most severe being long product development times and too high costs of sequential product and process development. In order to overcome this problem, the companies will have to make a shift from sequential product and processes development (which is wasteful regarding time and costs) to a project-driven concurrent product and processes development as soon as possible. "Customer is the king!" is becoming the motto of the global market. In the competition between suppliers of products only those companies will survive, which can offer innovative and individual products of good quality, produced in shortest possible time and at the lowest price (Eversheim et al., 1995) . Strong competition, existence of the market of customers and increased complexity of products and processes are the characteristics of today's competition. Fast product and process development, combined with timely participation of customers and suppliers, together with entering the market at the right time, seem to be the decisive criteria for the market success of a product. The first supplier of a new product on the market has an advantage over the competition and thus he has the possibility of a faster return of product development investments (Duhovnik et al., 2001) . The company has to switch from sequential to concurrent product and process development (i.e. from sequential to concurrent engineering) in order to reduce product and process development time, reduce development costs and ensure quality of the product according to the customer's wishes (Prasad, 1996) . The paper presents a procedure for project-driven concurrent product and processes development by taking into account three strategic management methods: parallelness, standardisation and integration of product development processes. Also presented are the changes in organisational concept of the company, organisation of processes, organisation of work and organisation of IT, which are required for a transition from sequential to concurrent product and processes development. Finally, an analysis is presented on concurrent product and processes development teams in a company; this analysis is a prerequisite for a transition to a new method of product and processes development. 
Integration of project management and concurrent product development
The company that chooses project management of concurrent product and processes development first has to make project management system guidelines: rules of procedure, project management manual and operative instructions for project management, which precisely describe the implementation procedure of project phases from the bid to the end, as well as evaluation of the project. For each concurrent product and processes development project it is necessary to set up a project dossier -a data warehouse of all data produced in the project lifetime. The project dossier has to be accessible to all project participants via the Internet. According to the research (Kušar et al., 2008) , the process model of project management of concurrent product and processes development has to contain logical sequence of product and processes development project activities and documents that arise from execution of activities (Figure 1 ). It can be seen from Figure 1 that the process model of project management of concurrent product and processes development consists of four steps:
Step 1. Definition of objective of project management of concurrent product and processes development -order and definition of the project.
Step 2. Planning the concurrent product and processes development project: planning the WBS / project structure, organisation of project implementation OBS, responsibility matrix, network diagram and basic project activity plan.
Step 3. Execution and monitoring of the concurrent product and processes development project -project manager (via the project management office) takes care of project activity implementation.
Step 4. Completion of the project -when the project has been completed, evaluation is made, including analysis of the results achieved.
Strategic management during project-driven concurrent product and process development
Prerequisite for a successful project management of concurrent product development requires three levels of strategic management (Bullinger & Warnecke, 1996) , i.e. parallelness, standardisation and integration of product development processes, as shown in Figure 2 . The product and processes development time is reduced considerably by parallelising new product development processes. Independent processes, which are executed one after another in sequential development, are executed parallelly during concurrent development.
In concurrent product and processes development the execution of interdependent product development processes starts before the previous processes have been completed, and thus the portion of uncertain and uncompleted data increases. An advantage of parallel product development processes is fast execution of networked processes, while a disadvantage is increased transfer of data between product-development teams. Standardisation of product development processes means the description and management of various views on product development processes, which is continuous and independent of individuals and events. Standardisation applies to: product components (modules, components, parts), processes for manufacturing product components, and organisational plan for the implementation of product components (interfaces between departments, project approach). By standardising product development processes, redundant and unnecessary work is avoided, higher transparency and stability of processes is achieved and thus more time for execution of innovative and creative tasks is ensured. All company departments, as well as customers and suppliers should be part of the chain creating the features of the product under development. However, this leads to high interface losses because of uncoordinated scheduling, various interpretations of the roles of tasks and unknown requirements of internal customers. Integration with direct inclusion of all company departments, customers and suppliers into the product development processes allows for a possibility of overcoming collisions at interfaces. Interdisciplinary work, process-oriented thinking and functioning, as well as creativity and conscious decision-making require integrated product development processes. The goal of product development process integration is therefore a transformation of separate interfaces into a coherent whole.
Changes in the company before transition from sequential to concurrent engineering
According to our experience in the field of project management and concurrent product and processes development, a company that wants to make a transition from sequential to project-driven concurrent product and processes development should change the organisational concept of the company, organisation of processes, organisation of work and organisation of IT. Organisational concept of the company defines the structure and competences of employees, who will be engaged in the concurrent product development -it therefore defines the mode of organisational unit formation and coordination between them. In sequential product development there is a precisely defined hierarchy of reporting, as well as the procedure and competences of decision-making. Concurrent product and processes development requires a project management of product development process and a transition from individual-to team-work. Good organisation and implementation of team-work is essential for a successful transition from sequential to project-driven concurrent product and processes development. Success of concurrent product and processes development depends largely on the planning and management of product development project. During planning and management, a special attention has to be paid to the standardisation of product development processes, information transfer methods and the fastest possible integration of all members of the product development team, including customers and suppliers. Figure 3 presents changes in the organisational concept of the company that decided to make a transition from sequential to concurrent product development.
ORGANISATIONAL CONCEPT OF THE COMPANY I. SEQUENTIAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT BOARD Fig. 3 . Changes of the company organisational concept A specific feature of product development processes is that they are goal-and resultoriented (Eversheim et al., 1995) Analysis of the current sequential product development processes is a basis for planning concurrent product development processes. The barriers between company departments and between the company and its customers and suppliers can be eliminated if the company mind structures are changed. Standardised process descriptions are essential for parallel execution of product-development-process activities.
All product-development-process data should be prepared in the same way, so that during development of the planned product the results of the previously developed products can be used. Figure 4 presents changes in organisation of processes in the transition from sequential to concurrent product and processes development. 
Fig. 5. Team management methods
Team of up to 7 members operates without an appointed team manager -team members manage themselves. In a team of up to 15 members, a team manager is appointed; (s)he should be a team member. If a team consists of more than 15 members, it is divided into several sub-teams in order to ensure successful team management. A team manager is not supposed to be a team member -(s)he should work only as a team manager. If there are up to 7 members in a concurrent product and processes development team, each team member is interconnected with each other. Any team member can start a communication and all team members have the same decision rights. There is close collaboration between team members and they are satisfied with their work. Capability of team-work means openness in sharing of information and admitting errors, as well as responsibility for decisions, so that individual tasks will be performed at the right time and thus the highest possible parallelness will be achieved. Team members should have rotational-work capability, which is essential for understanding views of others on the problems encountered (Eversheim et al., 1995) . Figure 6 presents changes in the organisation of work in a transition from sequential to the project-driven concurrent product and processes development. Transition from sequential to project-driven concurrent product and processes development requires large IT investments. T h e da t a mus t be a cces s ibl e on a ll of t h e product-development-process locations. This approach allows for faster transformation processes of the most important forwarded data (the push principle) or the data fetched from the databases (the pull principle).
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ORGANISATION OF WORK I. SEQUENTIAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
II. CONCURRENT PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT DRAWBACKS:
barriers between company departments no common language of engineers , sales-persons and customers Changes of IT, required by concurrent product development, support parallelness, standardisation and integration of product development processes. Figure 7 presents changes of IT in the transition from sequential to project-driven concurrent product development.
CONCURRENT ENGINEERING TEAM OF VARIABLE STRUCTURE
Case study: how is a company prepared for concurrent product and processes development
A company -a component developer and supplier for the automotive industry -decided to perform an analysis regarding fulfilment of the basic conditions for a transition from sequential to concurrent product and processes development. For this purpose the company hired an external counsellor -the Laboratory for Manufacturing Systems (LAPS) of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Ljubljana, Slovenia -to find out (together with the company management):
• whether the people who will be members of the project-driven concurrent product and processes development team are capable of and motivated for team-work, and whether any of the five team-dysfunctions exist in the team (Lancini, 2002), • do team members have proper personal value systems for team-work (Ellis et al., 2006) , • are all nine team-roles represented in a team (Belbin, 2003) ? The company management decided that the analysis of the team-work efficiency would be tested in a team for development of a car pedal component (Figure 8 ). The team consists of eight members, as shown in Figure 9 . Table 1 ). In order to find out whether team members are motivated for team-work the questionnaire in Table 3 was compiled. Table 4 indicate that five team members are motivated for team-work while the other three members are only partially motivated. Table 5 . All eight team members answered to 15 questions regarding susceptibility to teamdysfunctions. Answers of one of the team members are shown in Table 6 . Analysis of results of all eight team members indicated that the team's dysfunction is "no interest for results". In order to eliminate the sources for this dysfunction in future, it will be necessary to:
• precisely define objectives of team work, • support behaviour and mode of operation that lead to the defined objectives.
Suitability of personal value systems for team-work
We used the SDI (Strength Deployment Inventory) method (Ellis et al., 2006) to analyse the personal value systems of eight team members. This method can be used to find out:
• how an individual team member understands himself and his value system in relation with other team members and other project participants, • how a team member understands other team members and how he takes this fact into consideration in mutual relations with them, • how a team member reacts in a conflict situation and how he understands reaction of other team members in a conflict. Figure 10 .
Fig. 10. Positions of team members in the SDI triangle
An arrow is assigned to each team member. The starting point of the arrow defines personal value systems of the team member in a non-conflict environment, while the arrow represents the mode of his/ her reaction in various conflict stages. Table 7 shows personal value systems of team members, their understanding of conflict situations and their suitability for team-and individual work. 
Analysis of representation of team roles
Nine team roles have to be represented in a team for successful team-work (Belbin, 2003) : developer, searcher for resources, coordinator, creator, evaluator, co-worker, operator, finisher and expert. In order to find out whether all nine team roles are represented in the proposed team for project-driven concurrent development of the car pedal component, team members got Belbin test questionnaire. Answers of team members to four self-evaluation questionnaires and evaluation of team coworkers were used as input data for INTERPLACE software. This software was used to find out which are the natural roles of each team member, which roles can he adapt to and which roles he should avoid (Table 8) . Table 8 . An overview of the natural roles of eight team members:
It can be seen from Table 8 that all nine team roles are represented in the team. This indicates the capability of the team for efficient team-work in the project of concurrent development of pedal component. After the presentation of analyses results, the company management decided that the selected and tested eight-member team would start working on the project for concurrent development of pedal component.
Conclusion
Global market requires short product development times and low costs, and this forces companies to a transition from sequential to concurrent product and processes development. Prerequisite for a transition from sequential to project-driven concurrent product development is a successful team-work and strategic management (parallelness, standardisation and integration). In our paper we have therefore focused on checking the efficiency of team-work and integration of strategic management into product development processes.
Results of the analysis of team-work capability, team work motivation, susceptibility of the team to dysfunctions, personal value systems for team-work and representation of team roles led us to the conclusion that we propose to the company management to include the treated and tested team in the project of concurrent development of the pedal component.
Further we analysed changes in a company, which were required by a transition from sequential to concurrent product development, with respect to:
• organisational concept of the company, • organisation of processes, • organisation of work, • IT, • preparation of product documentation.
